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Nationally, as many as 20% of people 55 years or older have some type of mental health concern, including anxiety, severe cognitive impairment (dementia), depression, and bipolar disorder.\(^1\) Roughly 3% of adults over the age of 50 in the US are coping with alcohol abuse and 0.3% with some form of drug dependence.\(^2\) While rates for younger adults are higher for all disorders save dementia,\(^3\) several exacerbating circumstances specific to older adults make behavioral health of particular concern, especially as the numbers of older residents grows.

Nationally, older adults are less likely to receive mental health services than younger adults.\(^4\) Reasons for this include a shortage of trained geriatric mental health providers; lack of coordination among primary care, mental health, and aging services providers; and poor access to transportation.\(^5\) Additionally, mental disorders are often missed by physicians treating older adults because of the preponderance and urgency of physical ailments associated with maturity.\(^6,7\) Compounding the problems of missed diagnoses, mental disorders have a disproportionately adverse effect on the physical health of older adults. For example, untreated depression can exacerbate the effects of heart disease among older adults.\(^8\)

The suicide rate among older adults is also higher than that of the general population, with the rate among non-Hispanic white men of 49.8 deaths per 100,000, which is over four times higher than the general population (all ages).\(^9\)

Nationally, the number of older adults in need of substance abuse treatment is estimated to increase from 1.7 million in 2001 to 4.4 million in 2020.\(^10\) Frequent alcohol use among older adults is associated with increased injury, illness, hospitalization, cognitive impairment, and mental illness.\(^11,12\)

---


\(^8\) Ibid.


Based on expert opinion, there may be opportunities to strengthen behavioral health services provided to older adults:

- Services could be enhanced through coordination among providers specifically or disproportionately serving older adults, notably home care, primary and specialized care, first response systems, health literacy and information and referral services (e.g., SHINE Counselors), local councils on aging, and meal delivery. In addition, training for professionals in these organizations on behavioral health issues could be useful.
- Caregivers can help identify issues early on by paying special attention to stressful events or situations that affect the elderly, such as a disabling illness, loss of a spouse or loved one, retirement, or moving out of the family home.\(^\text{13,14}\)
- Further health planning efforts could focus on identifying and documenting the availability of geriatric behavioral health specialists, including those who are able to provide specific treatment methods and interventions that have been shown to be effective in addressing depression substance abuse and stressors associated with aging.

